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It is with no inconsiderable trepidation that I venture to speak of
education, particularly education for law. For after more than a decade
of experience as a teacher of law, I am peculiarly aware of how little
any of us know about the mysterious processes of education.
It has been
compared to the hit and miss ~ethod of advertising by throwing hand bills
indiscriminately in front yards. But I doubt if it is as scientific as
that. For after all there probably are some rough criteria for measuring
cause and effect in that field. And in education I k~ow of none that is
as reliable.
One who has taken the task of an educator seriously cannot help but
wonder at times if the only tangible result may not be the increased respiration and pulse produced by an exci tin~ class r-oom hour. And as one
sees the parade of youthful and vigorous minds passing in review before
him he cannot help but speculate on whether he has contributed, or ever
could contribute, to the intellectual life of, these persons or whether
without his pointing and prodding these fertile minds would not on exposure to the facts and philosophies of particular fields grow and develop
without him as well as with hJm. ~nd on the other hand, when the 1ull and
mediocre ones pass in review, doubts linger as to whether or not any of
the shafts of insight and analysis ever reach home, ever qUicken understanding, ever ~ake mental processes more penetratin~.
In this connection
there is the story of the western high school where all freshmen, before
baving a course in American history, were given an examination in the subject. The following year they all took the cou~se in American history and
at the end were given another ex-amination in the saMe subject.
The records
are said to reveal that it could not be said that the course had either
materially impaired or perceptibly improved their grasp of the SUbject.
These are some of the pangs of those who teach and who are at all
critical of their ca?acity either to peddle dope or to stimu1ate intellectual processes.
It is only when the teacher turns student and actually or
in memory sits at the feet of a great teacher that he regains the true
perspective and comes to appreciate the subtle and imponderable influence
on his thinking of truly great minds and person~lities.
But I was told to speak of education ani now I speak of teaching.
Yet the two are inextricably mingled for it is the teacher who, thou~h he
now be dead, has touched the lifeless clay of facts and made them live,
and who has moulded these seemingly irrelevant particles and made the final
product vibrant with meanin~ and importance.
In other words, it is and has
been the true function of the teacher, either through dissertation, example
or questioning, to organize and present the facts rel~ant
to particUlar
situations and. to supply the necessary or appropriate syntheses.
The ~rformance of these functions of organization and analysis is the essence of
education in law, as well as in other subjects~
It is of these functions
in legal education that J wis~ to speak.
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Law schools are over a ~eneration slow in their educational program.
I mean that in several ways. In the.first place, there has been only perceptible progress srnce Langdell some 65 years ago deserted the law treatise and introduced the so-called law case in the class room and since Ames
some 45 years ago brough~ that system to the hei~ht of its perfectlon. As
a matter of fact, the major effort .of most law schools since has b~en to
catch up with Langdell and Ames, by perfecting that method and the pedagogical skill which it requires. In that effort most all the energies have
been consumed. In that ende~or .most of the ima~ination has been sublimated. This has me~nt that the content, drive and direction in legal education has been towards teaching teachers' law rather than lawyers' ~aw.
That is to say the law teaching profession has been following the syste~ of
Langdell .and Ames who taught strictly library law--the sole pabulum of.such
intellectual activity being the content of court opinions. In the second
place we have been principally engaged (whether consciously or not and
whether adequately or not) in preparing oountry practitioners for the 'days
of the 70's and 90 'so In the third placd we have professedly been con-' .
cerned.strictly with professional law trainin~: yet viewed fro~ that single
point '9f vi~w,we have fallen faF short of that objective. It is with these
phases of legal education that I wish to deal.
The school of legal education which flourished on introduction of the
so-called case sys~em developed the dialectical method to a high point of
perfection. With stern precision were the syllogisms, drawn from the'
opinions of.th~ jUdges and applicable to the various issues, worked out.
Through use of the Socratic method legal problems wer~ tested by these
syllogisms. Those that fitted represented good law; those that did not
represented bad law. .The analysis was tight and incisive. The intellectual discipline was severe. The 'systeM of law which was taught had sy.m.metry and consi~tency. It likewise had apparent certainty. Though much
of tt might seem metaphyslc~l, it had little of the imponderable in it.
In ~uch system there would be -found no place for the pressure of current
social problems on jUdicial decisions. In such system there would be found
no place for the effect of 'economic theories of judges on decisions which
they made. Tne opinion rather than the .decision was.the'paramount and
portant matter. This system, however, developed a body of doctrine which,
thou~h highly conceptual, was a work of ar~; and which,'though pretty well
insulat~d fr.omthe facts of the social and economic problem at hand. had
internal logical consistency.

im~

But the case system af study on which this school of legal education
was based is in fact.a misnomer. TQe thin~s which were studied were not
cases b~t ~pini~ns. A stUdy of the cases would mean at least a study of
the .records containing the facts and pleadings. But ~hese records were
.not studied; yet.these records .are obviously userul and necessary for a
real in~erpretation of the opinions since, in the language of a brilliant
lawyer, "A jUdicial opinion is not only ex post facto with reference to ~he
decision. 1:t. is a censored expos Lt.Lon., writ.t.en,
by a judge, of what' induced
him to.arrive at a decision which he had already reached" .1/ .
1/ Frank. Why Not a Clinical Law School?

81 U. Pa. L. Rev. 907.911 (1933)
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With this approach it likewise becomes apparent that the content of the
records of the cases is likewise inadequate.
Susiness practices, ~ocial
philosophies, anti similar imponderable factors, including "hunches",
"Ihich produce many judicial deci-sions b ecome as obv Lou s Lv r-eLev arrt to a
true explanation of the specific result which a court reaches as do all
of the pertinent documents which go to make up the case record.
~s
stated by this same critical observer of the judicial process, "To study
these eviscerated jUdicial expositions as the principal basis of forecast
of future judicial ~ction is to delude oneself.
The lawyer will p,o wrong
who believes that (in advising a client, draftin~ an instrument, trying a
case, or arguing before a court) he can rely on the so-called r~asons
found in or spelled out of opinions to ~uide hi~ in guessing what courts
will hereafter decide.
To do so is far more unwise than it would be for
a botanist to assume that plants are merely what appears above the ground
or for an an~tomist to content hir.self with scrutinizin~ the outside of
the body". .,g /
Thus it is that any study of law wh Lch is restricted to the so-called
case method, that is to a study of juJicial opinions, erossly over-simplifies and distorts the nature of Law,
After all, law is neither mor-e nor
less than a prediction of what a governmental agency or other aRency of
control will do under a given situation.
A study of the le~al literature
exenplified by jUdicial opinions supplies part, but only part, of the
material necessary to Make such a prediction.
The other psychological,
political, economic, business, social factors necessary to complete that
prediction are innumerable.
The weakness of the old system was that all
of these more general and imponderable factors were eliminated from consideration.
It was for that reason that the non-conformists in l~gal education 2/ began to raise disconcerting notes. They began not to attack
the logical consistency of the syllogisms but to disc~d
these syllogisms
and talk about. "the facts", "social policy", "effects on business",
"desirable and undesirable social consequences", "incidences" of particular
rules, "~ood policy", "bad policy", etc. This was called either "ferment
in legal education" or "loose thinking", dependent on the point of view.
In any event, it blasted out the more conventional methods when it was
employed, for it entailed a fundamental shift in point of v iew and a fundamental shift in techniques.
The result was that law teachers of this fai~h no longer restricted
their exploration and study to the opinions but entered the preserves
previoasly restricted to psychologists, sociologists, economists, bankers,
politicians, etc. That is to say, they began critically to stUdy decisions
in their entire setting.
They not only opened up for study the case records, but they engaged in extensive exploration into the economic theories
of particular judges; into a consideration of the social and economic maladjustMent which particular rules of law engendered or permit; and into
the question of the kind and quality of business practices and customs with
which particular decisions were dealing.
The result was that the whole
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movement which was thus started has gained great momentum duri~g the last
decade. The di£ficulty with this n~w point of view was that it entailed
not only a shift in point of view but alsp a shift in techniques. A shift
in point of view was quite easily made; a shift in techniques was not.
The result has been that perhaps some of us who made the transition have
been at times wallowin~ either in the trough of idle chatter or in the
trough of whimsical speculation. The charge is frequently made that under
this new method tight analysis has tended to disappear; intellectual discipline has diminished; and the heavy and reliable doctrine of law (as
expressed in opinions) has assumed a secondary place. If true, it means
that the resultant product has lost some of the vigorous quality of the old
and has fallen fa~ short of the objectives of the new.
The requirements of this new method cannot be lightly or easily met.
The new approach would call for some measurement of the inci1ences of rules
of law. I know of no such measurement seriously undertaken and oonscientiously made. The new approach would call for stUdy and analysis of the 50called business or social requirements involved in the narrow issue presented by the average law case. I kno~ but a few of such under~akings. The
new approach would call for careful and painstaking stUdies of the social,
economic and political requlre~ents for partiCUlar business transactions.
I kn~ of no serious undertakings of the sort. The new approach would call
for palnstakin~ research and com~ilation of factual material with the view
towards its close integration with legal literature. No sucb project has
ever come to my attention.
The new approach is thus largely in the blue print stage. There are
of course extenuating circurestances. The old method is child's play, compared with the new. Any serious undertaking of the kinds described would
involve real pioneering. ~nd progress would be bound to be slow and costly.
The easy temptation is accordingly to exhort others on to battle and to
visualize one's self as the adMiral who never went to sea.
One fundamental fault lies with the volatile character of Lhe phenomena being studied. The various fields of business abo~~d with examples
of what I have in mind. That there are such things as business "practices
cannot be denied. But their quality is so dynami~ that once a specific
legal-business issue was adequately explored, the investigator would be
apt to find that he had been studyin~ history rather than current life~
The process of catching up would thus be costly, breathless and futile. A
closely related fault is the fact that we are probably seeing only the bare
be~inn~ngs of an endeavor" to study the socia~ and economic phenomena of our
times. Order yet has to be made out of such studies. we Must then not
criticize too severely the New Dealer in the law who, emerging from the
dar-kne sa of the conceptualist's cave, cries "Forward" and then after expending all his energies, discovers to his amazement ~hat he has perhaps moved
a millimeter, but no more.
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is not f~r behind (and at times he is ahea~ of) his brethren in the allied
fiel-ds of psychology, sociology, economics, government and business in his
efforts to tre~t the phenomena, with which he deals, on a scientific basis.
But the fact remains that, with minor exceptions, the whole urea of human
conduct with which the law deals is not yet capable of treatment on any
scientific basis. The failure then of the non-conformists in legal education to produce a substitute system as vigorous, orderly and co~plete as
the one they seek to displace must be shared by all other students of hu~an
behavior.
It is likewise probably true that no significant achievement in
the direction of a really scientific method can be ~ade during this generation and perhaps for many generations to come ,
But short of such achievement lie vast areas for exploratory work.
Few of these have yet bden traversed.
Take for example the field of corporation finance.
I suppose that most teachers in this field still treat
only the conceptualistic and doctrinnaire principles of corporation law.
The interest and energy are given to the philosophical and ~ctaphysical
aspects of what corporations ~re or are not, what they are like or unlike,
what they can or cannot do--all based on '..Torri
pictures taken from jUdici al
opinions.
The impact of the corporate clevice on our social ~nd economic
life is almost wholly neglected.
The corporatiop as an object of control
and as a method of control is .passed by. Sven the non-conformists have
only started on the ta~k of broadening the horizon in the corporate field.
True, they are sensitive to the i~portance of the proble~s.
Yet when it
comes down to the ultimate fact of studyin~ the corporation in its ~odern
environment, many of the major tasks lie ahead. Now it seens apparert that
a study of the corporation in its modern environment is the essence of the
law of corporation finance.
The question of the responsibility of the
investment banker calls for appreciation of the functions he actually or
ostensibly perfor~s, the techniques he employs, the niceties of his requirements, the malpractices in which he en~ages, his i~pact both on issuer and
security holder.
Such mat t.e r-s cannot be fUlly seen t.hr-ouchthe w Lnd ow of
the law, even assuming 'lbundant legal literature which there is not. 1!:xp Lor-atIon of such matters leads one directly to t.he nar-ket, place and, mor-e
recently, to the files of the Securities and ~xchange Commission.
The question of dividends likewise calls for ~uch more ~han is contained in the
legal concepts of capital and surplus.
It leads one directly into accounting and financial management.
To forsake these areas and to hew strictly
to the line of the legal concepts is to neolect the le~al problem of control
over dividends.
Nor can the important issue as to the responsibility of the
corporate trustee under ~onern trust indentures be met by adhering sol~ly
to the literature of the law of trusts and of contracts.
The institution of
the corporate trustee need be studied--its functions, the manner in which it
performs or fails to perform them, its relationship to underwriter and issuer,
its compensation, its conflicts of interest, the devices available to it for
protection of investors, ~he responsibility which the law should place on
it for what it does or does not do. 3_uch examples in the field of COl"'poration finance could be multiplied on end throu~h watered stock promoters'
liability, parent and subsidiary corporations, non-votin~ stock, cumulative
preferred, etc.
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a legal as a business one. The legal issue of liability or responsibility
br~ngs to the fore all of these s~-called business considerations.
It is
~ith the business institution that the law deals.
It is the business
institution which needs' to be understood in order that the legal control be
so fashioned as to be neatly and sUbtly adjusted to the requirements of the
total situation.
The upshot of what I have been saying 1s not merely that adequate treatment of the law of corporation finance calls for use of so-called business
reaterials. The point is that any considered treatment of this subject would
entail a subtle fusion of the so-called legal and business aspects since in
final analysis they are one. As a practical matter, viewed either from t~
legal or business point of view, it would be difficult, except in terms of
emphasis, to differentiate between a law course and a business course on
corporation finance.
vhat is true of corporation rinance is likewise true of most other areas
of the law. In the commercial law fi~ld the exwroples are more striking.
Yet the same holds true in,varyin~ degrees Lhroughout most other subjects.
To rebuild our law cours~s alon~ the lines mentioned would necessitate drawing heavily from all of the allied fie11s of the social sciences.
To reconstitute our law school curricula along these lines obviously
would not be to reduce the study of law to any scientific hasis.
It would
still be on a literary or argumentative l~vel. But it ~ould qave wider
horizo~s than its present dialectics per~it; it ~ould have in j.t the true
fer~ent of realis~. The result would be that students would be more closely
attuned to the practices and institutions with which the law deals.
The
ins.ight and appreciation of the modern requirements of society ~hich such
education would produce should ~o far towards awakening in the B~r a greater
social consciousness.
Practitioners of the law acquire at l~ast a tp.chnical
appreciation of ~he workings of these business institutions.
This is
~cquirp.d from necessity for otherwise they would not be able to handle the
work of their clients.
But it must be remembered that 'almost the sole tutorin~ which our lawyers obtain in such ~latters comes from their clients a~d
their elders who are more concerned in g=tting what they want than in critio?lly appraising and weighinQ the validity of the fundamental hypotheses
that underlie their transactions and practices.
It is because there is such
a narrow trade view in the typical lawyer's approach to these problems that
we are so sadly lackinQ in real le~al states~anship in these areas of law.
I ~entioned above that in legal education we were over a ~eneration
slow. Th~t we are will perhaps be now more apparent to you when I tell you
that no real fusion of law and business (let alone other social sciences)
of which I speak has been acco~plished.
The non-confor~ists, whom I mentioned,
have been mavins in that direction., But in no single field of law has there
been any substantial integration of the kind 1~scribed.
That the path lies clearly in that 1ir~ction'is not to be denie?_
But
progress in that direction calls for more than the law ~eacher.has been
tau~ht or expected to contribute.
It requires not resear~b in the library
but research in the market place and in other appropriate laboratories where
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human conduct may be observed.
It requires treat~ent and study not so much
of century old legal precepts (though they may be relevant) as of the current cinema of life. That means that the law teacher's task is to a large
part research--not research in the sense of compiling a corpus juri~ but
research in the sense of keeping up with the fast reoving stream of human
activity.
To do this he requires new techniques, new approaches.
In fact
he often will need a new education.
For that reason perhaps the non-conformists made no more progress than they did. For that reason it reay be
that a special educational task of training such teachers ~~ill have to be
undertaken.
The only thing certain is that the job must and will be done.
It must and will be done for the reason that the modern requirements
of the law demand it. A~d ~hat brings me to the second reason I had for
calling legal education over a generatior. slow. The content and nature of
OUr law curricula were pretty well set over a generation ago. A~ I stated,
their content and objectives have remained fairly constant, although the
quantum of courses has increased.
The objective at the time these curricula
were crystallized was pretty largely the education of country practitioners.
I use the word "country" not so much with a.geographical connotation as in
the sense of general practice.
~hat were conceived to be the requirements
of gelleral pract ice of that era fashioned the contents of the courses.
The
emphasis was on a thorough training in the common law system.
It is not
difficult to see that the training envisaged (limited as it was in view of
its restriction to the judicial opinion) was primarily for the court rooms.
The emphasis was on the meaning ~nd application of the le~al Nards of art,
the nature of various le~al proceedings, the basic factors in legal strate~y,
the philosophies of ~he system of common law and equity. The scene has
changed materially since then in two important respects.
In the first place
there has developed a demand for lawyers who 3re doctor and nurse to the
great financial and commercial institutions.
For such service the cream of
the profession has been drafted.
These Men are engaged as much in business
'as in law practice.
Yet the training which they have had in r-reparation for
this work is in large part inappropriate.
They have in effect been trained
for one profession while they practice in another.
I do not contend that
law schools should divert any of their ener-g Les to turning out bigger and
better corporation lawyers.
I do, however, maintain that if we are to m~te
measurable progress in effect ing JT'Oreade qua t e social control over finance
we must undertake seriously the trainin~ of enlieht~ned corporation lawyerS.
W,e can do that if w e address ourselves to the task. rl e cannot, do it with
the vehicle of legal education 'Ilhich we have known. If done, it must come
through means of an educational system bas0d on ~ stUdy of the phenomena of
finance, neither through the translucent ~indow of judicial opinions nor
from the limited vantage point of the technician, but from tl~ broad social
point of view.
In the second place we have fast adopted new and per~anent governmental
agencies of control. Dependent on the point of view, these new agencies
are called either administrative or bureaucratic.
Nbatever appellation may
be deserved, it is clear that the great evolution of the law is ~nd has been
towards such new devices for control.
The vital fact is not that the number
of these governmental agencies has increased.
The material factor is that
government has moved into control over new areas of human conduct.
This new
problem of control does not require, nor can it countenance, the techniques
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of common law litigation and adjudication.
FTequently it entails disposition
of litigated matter.
More often it calls for formulation of policies, draft~ng of rules and regulations, preparation of forms, standardization of practices, etc. Lawyers have been and will continue to be conspicuous in such
"activitles--thase
representing clients on the one hand; those representing
government on the other.
The lawyer is of necessity and perhaps by tradition the general handiman in such activities. This means that the mass of
material with which he is constantly dealing consists of statistics, banking
practices, finance, accounting principles and practices, problems of securities distribution, problems of securities exchanges, problens of marketing,
of prices, of labor, of production, etc. With these raw materials he must
work--he must interpret, analyze and" appraise.
Out of these raw materials
he must shape policies and make vital decisions.
But more often than not
the lawyer brings to bear on these problems nothln~ but native intelligence,
for his common law training has little or no application.
There is, to be
sure, no substitute for native intelligence, common sense and character.
Yet if any educational program is justified, ~ducation in preparation for
.these important and significant experiments in social control should come
first, for on their success or failure turns the fate of our social and
economic welfare.
This, of course, entails more than training for law in
the conventional sense--it entails trainin~ for law in the sense of training
for government.
~nd in view of the traditional proclivity of lawyers for
such posts it means that fundamental changes in our legal education must be
made.
These fundamental changes which must be made relate both to content and
to techniques.
The enlargement and expansion of the conventional COurses
along the lines of integration of relevant business, social and economic
material, which I have mentioned, indicate the character of one of the necessary changes.
4nother is in a sense ancillary thereto.
That is the development in the students of techniques for handlin~ and interpreting factual
material, in obtaining broad social points of view on current issues, and of
appreciating the tasks and limitations of government.
Such changes are fundamental.
If adopted legal education would move
out into new zones.
It would traverse much of the ground presently covered
by business schools.
The experience of business schools in this field would
be invaluable.
Yet it is.to be doubted if there could be salva~ed from pr~
bU3ines~school
curri~ula much which could be readily adapted.to this new
objective.
This is true because the niceties of the requirements for inte.ration of law and other social phenomena are great and demand sp~cial effort
and precise objecti\l'es. Any other course means either cO'stly collections
or irrelevant facts, or development of an educational program from a narrow
trade point of view.
The significance and importance of thpse changes would doubtless be more
readily and quickly reco~nized by practitioners than by teachers.
The reason
for this .is that they call for the use of t-e chn Lque s with which lawyers are
accustomed., Pract it ioners would be the first to admit that the content of a
judicial opinion is 'an unreliable guide for determining or predicting the
result of the next case. Practitioners would be among the 'first to recognize
the utility of exploration into these other areas. Practitioners would be
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among the first to admit the relevancy of much of this so-called non-legal
material to the study of law. They would be among the first to do so
because the techniques which they themselves consciously or unconsciously
employ involve consideration of these other factors.
It is thus that the
teacher of law rather than the practitioner tends to the narrow view of
legal education.
From the point of view of the practitioner. however, there are other
limitations on .legal education not covered by the foregoing.
That is to
say. it would not be sufficient to develop close integration between rules
of law and institutional practices.
There is over and above all of this
a further requirement for purely professional training.
Three years of
the dialectical method is obviously extravagant and inefficient.
vfuen the
student finishes he is far from prepared for professional activity.
The
years of strict professional training lie ahead. He finishes that training in the first few years in a law office.
I am by no means the first to
urge a clinical law school.
It has been increasingly advocated in recent
years. il The idea involves borrOWing from the techniques used before
full fledged law schools developed and adopting a modified apprenticeship
method. This would be done by arranging to have students assigned to law
clerkships, either through legal clinics developed in the law schools or
as adjuncts thereto, or through local practitioners.
They would take an
apprenticeship along with the instruction in the law schools.
Such method
would for the most part supplement or expand their present training in
procedure.
At the same time it would result in reduction of the tedious
drill in legal dialectics.
If this went hand in hand with the integration
of business, economic and social material with law, the result would be
legal education which was more vibrant and exhilirating, more purposeful,
and more of a national asset.
The challenge to such movement, is that it have the same quality of
discipline and vigor as the present methods of legal education.
If it
degenerates into chatter of "what the business man thinks" or into the
musings of fireside philosophers it may not have more genuinely failed
than the present system of legal education.
But it will have fallen far
short of its ultimate objectives.
To assure these stern and vigOrous
qualities the development of such a program must be painstakln~ly slaw.
It will take years to develop.
But towards its development both Harvard
and Yale have made a modest contribution in the form of the combined lawbusiness course.
Its full development will entail either partial mergers
of law and business schools or the growth of offshoots
of our present law
schools, devoted to higher ideals of public service than eLther- schools of
law or schools of business have yet attained.

! 1 Frank, supra note 1, is one of the le adin~ advocates.
o -

